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Abstract: Large and Heterogeneous data is maintained by modern scientific databases and web databases. Over hundreds or sometimes thousands of relations and attributes are contained by these real world databases. Various ad-hoc queries are executed by the user on those databases. But the traditional predefined query forms are not sufficient to solve these ad-hoc query problems. Thus, this paper proposes Dynamic Query Forms (DQF), a new interface for database query forms. This is able to generate the query forms dynamically. The prime functions of DQF includes: 1) capture the preferences of users and rank those query form components. 2) Assist users to make their decisions. The invention of a query form is a user guided and an iterative process. At the end of iteration, the ranking list of form components is automatically generated by the system and the query form is added with the desired form components by the user. The rankings of form components are made using the captured user preferences. After the iteration, a user can fill the query form and view the query result after submitting queries. In such a way, a query form will be dynamically improved till the user satisfaction with the results of the queries. The expected F-measure for the query form goodness measuring is utilized in this approach. In DQF, for estimating the goodness of a query form, a probabilistic model is developed. The effectiveness and the efficiency of DQF are proved after experimental evaluation and user study.
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1. Introduction

The most widely used user interface for querying database is ‘Query form’. The developers and DBA’s in various information management systems have designed and predefined the traditional query forms. The modern databases have become very large and composite with the rapid development of web informatics and scientific databases. In natural sciences such as diseases and genomics, there are over hundreds of entities for biological and chemical data resources in the databases [1], [2]. Many web databases, like DBPedia and Freebase, usually have over thousands of structured web entities [3], [4]. Therefore, it is hard to structure a set of static query forms to satisfy different ad-hoc database queries on those composite databases. Many current database management and development tools, like SAP and MS Access, lets the user develop customized queries on databases, by providing several mechanisms. Conversely, the development of customized queries totally based upon manual editing’s of user [5]. Those hundreds and thousands of data attribute will confuse the user if they are not familiar with database schema in advance. The non-technical users make usage of relational database a challenging task. Therefore, in recent years many researches were focused on database interfaces to assist users to query the relational databases without using SQL.

This paper proposes a Dynamic Query Form system (DQF), is a query interface capable of dynamically producing query forms for the users. Unlike traditional document retrieval, before identifying the final candidate, the users in database retrieval are mostly willing to execute several rounds of action [6]. The important feature of DQF is:

1) During the user interactions, capture the user interest.
2) Iteratively adapt the query forms.

Each of this iteration is made up of two types of user interactions. They are:

1) Query Execution, and
2) Query Form Enrichment.

The work flow of the DQF starts with a basic query form containing very few primary attributes of the database. It is then enriched iteratively by the means of interactions between the user and the system, unless the user is pleased with the query outcome. Mainly the study of query form components and the dynamic production of query forms are done in this paper. This paper proposes a dynamic query form system, generating the query forms in accordance with the run time desire of the user. The system presents an elucidation for the query interface in large and composite databases. The technique applies F-measure for approximation of the goodness of a query form [7]. Using this, we can rank and recommend the probable query form components, so that the users can filter the query form effortlessly. By using the proposed metric, to approximate the goodness of the protrusion and assortment of form components, have developed an efficient algorithms. As the DQF is an online tool and users usually expect quick response. Efficiency is very important.

Here, this paper proposes a dynamic query form generation technique which will assist users to dynamically generate query forms. The key idea is based on user preferences, to use probabilistic model to rank form components. By using both, runtime feedback and historical queries, system captures the user preferences. In the near future, the study should be concentrated upon the extensional use of this approach to non relational data. The remaining paper can be sorted out as: section 2 gives query forms and query results, together referred as Query form interface. Later in the section, we have reviewed the ranking metrics which is essential for the preferences to be given to the queries. And finally, the section ends with the estimation of ranking score.
Section 3 includes the briefly studied conclusion and the future work.

2. Literature Review

Literature on dynamic query forms can be classified into Query forms and query results, both are part of Query form interface, the ranking metrics for user preferences queries, and the estimation of ranking score.

2.1 Query form interface

This consists of two parts as explained in [8], namely Query forms and Query results.

2.1.1 Query forms

We have formally defined the query form in this section. Each of the queries does belong to a SQL query template. As ad-hoc join is not the part of the query form and is basically invisible to users, it is not handled in our approach by dynamic query forms. There are very limited number of options for users, if concerned to ‘Aggregation’ and ‘Order By’ in SQL. For instance, ‘Order by’ could only be ‘decreasing order’ and ‘increasing order’ and ‘Aggregation’ could only be AVG, MAX, and MIN and so on. To include these options, our approach can be easily extended by implementing them as dropdown boxes inside the user interface of the query forms [9].

2.1.2 Query Results

To choose whether a query form is required or not, there is no much time users have to waste on to go to every data instance in the query result. To add to this problem, a huge amount of data instances are generated as the output by many databases. To avoid this ‘Many-Answer’ problem [10], to show a high level observation of the query results earliest, we only yield a compressed result table. A cluster of actual instances are represented by each instance in the compressed table. Then, to view the comprehensive data instances, the user can briefly click through interested clusters. The compressed high level aspect of query results is proposed in [11]. Many one pass algorithms have been developed for generating the compressed view powerfully [12], [13]. Because of the efficiency issue, we have chosen the incremental clustering framework [12], in this implementation. Different compressed views for user are proposed by different data clustering methods. Also, different clustering methods are proposed for different data types. We have implemented clustering just to offer a better aspect of the query results for the user. Any other clustering algorithm can be used if necessary.

2.2 Ranking Metrics

Query forms are designed such that it would return the user’s desired result. To evaluate the quality of the query result, two traditional measures are available: Recall and Precision [7]. We can use the expected recall and expected precision to evaluate the query forms expected performance, because the query forms are capable of producing different queries for different inputs and different precisions and recalls can be achieved by different queries that outputs different query results. Naturally, current user’s interest in query result is expected proportion of expected precision. The interest of user in approximated using the user’s clickthrough on display of query results by the query form.

2.3 Estimation of Ranking Score

The ranking score estimation phase consists of only two phases. The two phases are: Ranking projection form components, and second is, ranking selection form components.

2.3.1 Ranking Projection Form Components:

The DQF has provided a two level ranked list for the purpose of projection of components. The first level is ranked entities. This level describes how to rank attributes of each entity and that too locally. The second level is the ranked list of attributes in the same entity. This level describes the ranked list of attributes in the same entity. Instinctively, the entity should be ranked higher in list, if those entities have more number of high scoring attributes.

2.3.2 Ranking Selection Form Components:

The selection of attributes will be absolutely meaningless, if the selection attributes are not relevant to the currently projected entities. Therefore, for creating the selection components, first, the system should try and find out the relevant attributes. This section is further divided in three phases. The three phases are:

a) Relevant attribute selection:

b) In this, the related or similar attributes are selected. This attributes are then grouped.

c) Ranking selection components:

d) In this step, the components groups are acquired, taken from the first step. These components are then ranked according to their usage.

e) Diversity of Selection components:

f) Two selection components may have a number of redundancies or overlays. Therefore, a high diversity should be provided in order to select the recommended components. Diversity is the recent major topic in recommendation system and web search engines as proposed in [14] and [15]. Though, simultaneously maximizing the precision and the diversity is an NP-Hard problem [14]. In an interactive system, it cannot be implemented efficiently. In this DQF system, it is observed that the same attribute may construct the most redundant components. Hence, for each attribute, only the best selection components are recommended.

3. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an approach for dynamic query form generation. This approach will help users to dynamically generate the query forms. The basic idea is based on a probabilistic model to order form components using the preferences of user. The user preferences are captured by the system using both, historical queries and runtime response. Experimental results have shown that the dynamic approach usually generates higher success rates and easier query forms compared with a static approach [8]. The form component rankings make it easier to customize the query forms for users. As development work, the study can be undertaken to extend our approach to non relational data.
We plan to develop number of methods to capture the user’s preferences for the queries instead of click feedback. For example, a text box can be added to input some keyword queries and the query form for the user [9]. At each step, this can be incorporated in the form component rankings.
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